Given a finite nonempty sequence S of integers, write it as XY k , where Y k is a power of greatest exponent that is a suffix of S: this k is the curling number of S. The concept of curling number of sequences has already been extended to the degree sequences of graphs to define the curling number of a graph. In this paper we study the curling number of graph powers, graph products and certain other graph operations.
Introduction
For terms and definitions in graph theory, we refer to [2, 4, 5, 7, 9] and for more about different graph classes we refer to [3, 6] . All graphs we use here are simple, finite, connected and undirected. The notion of curling number of integer sequences are introduced in [1] as follows. Definition 1.1.
[1] Given a finite nonempty sequence S of integers, write it as XY k , where Y k is a power of greatest exponent that is a suffix of S: this k is the curling number of S.
The concept of curling number of integer sequences has been extended to the degree sequences of graphs in [8] and the corresponding properties and characteristics of certain standard graphs have been studied in that paper.
Some of the main results on curling numbers are follows.
Definition 1.2. The Curling Number Conjecture (see [1] ) states that if one starts with any finite string, over any alphabet, and repeatedly extends it by appending the curling number of the current string, then eventually one must reach a 1.
Definition 1.3. [8]
A maximal degree subsequence with equal entries is called an identity subsequence. An identity subsequence can be a curling subsequence and the number of identity curling subsequences found in a simple connected graph G is denoted ic(G)
The number of curling subsequences of a simple connected graph G is given by
Theorem 1.5. [8] For the degree sequence of a non-trivial, connected graph G on n vertices, the curling number conjecture holds. Theorem 1.6. [8] If a graph G is the union of m simple connected graphs G i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ m and the respective degree sequences are re-arranged as strings of identity subsequences, then
for all integer of similar identify subsequences.
As stated earlier, any degree sequence of a graph G can be written as a string of identity curling subsequences. In view of this fact, the concept of compound curling number of a graph G has been introduced in [8] as follows. Definition 1.7. Let the degree sequence of the graph G be written as a string of identity curling subsequences say, X
The curling number and compound curling number of certain fundamental standard graphs have been determined in [8] and the major results are listed in the following table.
The compound curling number of any regular graph G is equal to its curling number.
New Results
In this paper, we extend these studies on curling number to the integral powers of certain graph classes. By the size of a sequence, we mean the number of elements in that sequence.
Curling number of certain graph powers
Let us first recall the definition of integer powers of graphs as follows.
Definition 2.1.
[2] The r-th power of a simple graph G is the graph G r whose vertex set is V , two distinct vertices being adjacent in G r if and only if their distance in G is at most r. The graph G 2 is referred to as the square of G, the graph G 3 as the cube of G.
The following is an important theorem on graph powers.
If d is the diameter of a graph G, then for any integer q ≥ d, it can be noted that G q is a complete graph. Therefore we need to consider an integer r ≤ d to construct the r-th power of a given graph G.
From the table in the above section, it can be seen that the curling number of a complete graph is equal to the order of it. Therefore for any graph G of diameter d, we have cn(G r ) = |V (G)|, where r ≥ d. Hence, we consider an integer r, where 1 ≤ r ≤ d, as the power of a given graph G in our present study.
In the following theorem we determine the curling number of the powers of path graphs.
Theorem 2.3. For n ≥ 3, let P n be a path on n vertices and let r ≤ n − 1 be a positive integer, then the curling number of the rth power of G is given by
Proof. Let P n be a path on n vertices and r be a positive integer less than or equal to n. Here we have to consider the following two cases. Case -1: Assume that r ≤ n 2
. The degree sequence of P r n is (r, r +1, r +2, . . . , 2r − 1, 2r, 2r, . . . , 2r, 2r
(n-2r) terms , 2r −1, . . . r +2, r +1, r). Therefore, the degree sequence becomes (r, r + 1, r + 2, r + 3, . . . , 2r − 1) 2 • (2r) n−2r . If n − 2r < 2, the curling number of P r n =2 and if n − 2r ≥ 2, then the curling number of P r n is n − 2r. Case -2: Assume that r > n 2
. The degree sequence of P r n is (r, r +1, r +2, . . . , 2r − 3, 2r − 2, 2r − 2, . . . , 2r − 2 2(r+1)-n terms , 2r−3, . . . , r+2, r+1, r). Therefore, the degree sequence becomes (r, r + 1, r + 2, r + 3, . . . , 2r − 3) 2 • (2r − 2) 2(r+1)−n . That is, in this case, the curling number of P r n is 2(r + 1) − n. Therefore, we have
This completes the proof.
Corollary 2.4. Let P n be a path on n vertices and let r ≤ n be a positive integer, then the compound curling number of the rth power of G is given by
Proof. The proof of the result is immediate from the degree sequence, as explained in the above theorem.
Proposition 2.5. The curling number is invariant under the r-th power of a cycle
, we can see that the rth power of any cycle C n is 2r-regular graph on n vertices and hence, the graph C r n has the degree sequence (2r) n . Therefore, cn(C r n ) = n = cn(C n ), for any positive integer 1 ≤ r ≤ n 2 .
Another interesting graph class we consider here is the class of tadpole graphs, which are combinations of paths and cycles. The (m, n) -tadpole graph, also called a dragon graph, is the graph obtained by joining a cycle graph C m to a path graph P n with a bridge. The curling number of different powers of tadpole graphs are determined in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6. For a tadpole graph
be the maximal identity sequence in the rth power of the tadpole graph G. Clearly, the curling number of G r is the number of elements in the identity sequence U (r) 0 . If r=1, for a tadpole graph G = T m,n , we have the degree sequence is (3)
In each case, we need to analyse the size of the maximal identity sequence U
0 . When r increases by 1, it can be noted that the following changes in the degree sequence. Two vertices of the cycle C m and one vertex of P n , other than the common vertex v come out from U (r) 0 . Also, one end vertex of P n , other than the end vertex comes out of U (r) 0 . Therefore, the total number of vertices that are excluded from the maximal identity sequence U (r) 0 will be (2(r − 1) + 1) + (2r − 1) = 2(2r − 1). We can see that all other vertices of G r will have the same degree 2r. Therefore, the number of vertices in G r with degree 2r is m + n − 2(2r − 1). Therefore the curling number, cn(G r ) of G r of a tadpole graph T m,n is m + n − 2(2r − 1).
The following result provides the compound curling number of a tadpole graph.
Corollary 2.7. For a tadpole graph G = T m,n , the compound curling number, cn c (G r ) = r(r − 1)(m + n − 2(2r − 1)).
Proof. The degree sequence of G r is of the form (3)
. Therefore the compound curling number,cn c (G r ) = r(r − 1)(m + n − 2(2r − 1)).
Another fundamental graph structure that arouses much interest for our study in this context is a tree. Since the adjacency and incidence patterns of various trees are uncertain, and hence a study on the curling number of arbitrary trees is very complex, we proceed with trees having specific patterns.
At first, we study the curling number of complete binary trees in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.8. The curling number of any integral power of a complete binary tree of height h ≥ 2 is 2 h . Also, the compound curling number of any integral power of a complete binary tree, cn
Proof. A complete binary tree of height h has 2 h+1 − 1 vertices such that the root vertex has degree 2, the internal vertices have degree 3 and external vertices have degree 1. On taking higher powers, we notice that the degree of the vertices at the same level have the same degree. Let r i , 0 ≤ i ≤ h be the degree of vertices at the ith level. Therefore the degree sequence of the complete binary tree G can be written in the string form as i . Therefore the curling number of G r is 2 h . It is also clear from the above expression that the compound curling number,
where nC r is the binomial coefficient.
As a generalisation of the above theorem, the curling number of a complete n-ary tree is determined as given in the following result.
Theorem 2.9. The curling number of integral powers of a complete n-ary tree of height h is n h and the compound curling number of integral powers of a complete n-ary tree of height h is
The proof of the theorem is immediate from the above theorem by taking n in place of 2.
A Caterpillar is a particular type of tree, the study of whose curling numbers seems to be promising in this context. A caterpillar is an acyclic graph which reduces to a path on removing its end vertices. The Caterpillar G can be considered as the corona P n K 1 . A result on the curling number of an arbitrary caterpillar is described as follows. Proof. Let V 1 = u i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n is the set of internal vertices of G and let V 2 be the set of all end vertices of G. Let S 0 be the degree sequence of the vertices in V 2 of G and let η be the maximum number of times a particular number that appears as a degree of vertices in V 1 . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let l i be the number of end vertices adjacent to a vertex u i in V 1 (G). Therefore the degree sequence of the vertices in V 2 can be written as (1) n i=0 l i . Therefore clearly the curling number of G, cn(G) = max{η, n i=0 l i }. 
Even though we can find out the compound curling number of specific caterpillar graph, calculation of the compound curling number of an arbitrary caterpillar graph G is very complex because of insufficient knowledge about the degree of the internal vertices of G.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the curling numbers of certain graph classes and their powers. There are several problems in this area which seem to be promising for further investigations. Some of the open problems we have identified during our study are the following. The concepts of curling number and compound curling number of certain graph powers and discussed certain properties of these new parameters for certain standard graphs. More problems regarding the curling number and compound curling number of certain other graph classes, graph operations, graph products and graph powers are still to be settled. All these facts highlights a wide scope for further studies in this area.
